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As software has taken on a more prevalent role in society, the security and robustness of applications has
become an increasingly important area of study. Though there are those that choose to specify in the domain
of computer security, it is a challenge that every developer in industry should be concerned with. Today, a
large amount of work goes into ensuring the reliability, stability, and security of application code in industry.
However, it is often an afterthought in academics.

Because of the already high demand on students in an academic setting, the challenge that presents itself
is how to incorporate secure coding practice into existing courses. One way to do this is to incorporate similar
tools and techniques used in industry to validate code, in an academic setting. By doing this, the code that
students already submit in there course work will be scrutinized to some extent by security analysis. Though
this will not necessarily generate experts in the field of security, it will, at a minimum, expose students to a
variety of potential security flaws in their code.

1 Existing Code Analysis

Code analysis in industry is done in a number of ways. Of particular interest are static analysis methods.
These offer lower computational overhead, compared to dynamic testing. It would allow for more rapid
feedback on submitted code. The following sections will discuss static code analysis methods, its accuracy,
and service oriented testing architecture.

1.1 Static Code Analysis

A popular method for analyzing code is through static code analysis. Static code analysis involves analysis
of code, in a variety of methods, without actually executing any code. Static code analysis can be broken
into three distinct stages. The first involves parsing the code. Because code is never actually run, this parsed
code is then used to create a representational model that the tool understands. The tool then provides some
analysis on this model, finding a variety of bugs and errors in the submitted code. The types of analysis
done vary widely, and are beyond the scope of this paper. Though tools do find a variety of issues, they
often have a large number of false positive and false negative results. This can be partially mitigated as
some tools allow for the incorporation of end user generated rules into the analysis set. [1]

1.2 Java Code Analysis

One particular study that involved combining a variety of Java static code analysis tools [6]. In this study,
Ware and Fox use 8 existing static code analysis tools against a series of test cases. These test cases together
provided 115 unique violations. In this study, violations ranged from security violations to simple coding
standards. To provide further analysis, there was some overlap in the test cases provided. That is, a single
test may encompass 1 to many unique violations.

After running all the test cases through the analysis tools, Ware and Fox found that the tools performed
in a less than impressive manner. As a whole, the tools successfully identified 50 of the unique violations
introduced. Also, no single violation was found by all of the tools. In addition, the tools also had a variety
of false positive results. Though the set of tools only found 50 of the 115 violations, the most violations an
individual tool found was 30. From these results we can draw two distinct conclusions. First that static
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code analysis alone is not enough for code analysis. Second, though the set of tools together did not provide
great results, as a set they found almost twice as many unique violations than any given tool alone. [6]

1.3 Static Code Analysis and Inferred Information Flow

As previously discussed, static code analysis has its limitations. Beyond simple static code analysis
methods is dynamic analysis. This involves things like tainting code. However, this is very computationally
intensive. Though this may, at some point be incorporated into an analysis test suite, at the moment the
incorporation of dynamic analysis methods is beyond the scope of this paper. [3] To help bridge the gap
between dynamic and static analysis methods, [4] proposes using static code analysis to infer the information
flow. If done properly, this would provide another avenue for code analysis, with a relatively low amount of
overhead.

In [4], the authors propose a method to analyze explicit data flows. These flows are the results of variable
assignments. Not covered by this tool, but covered by many dynamic tools in implicit flows. Implicit flows
are the result of some conditional statement. For example, if a variable i’ were to be defined as j if j is
greater than some value. To complete this analysis, this method employs several different distinct analysis
methods, Point-to and fragment analysis. The results of these analysis methods are then used to create the
inferences. To validate their work, the authors used the described static analysis method on a set of Java
components. The tool found a variety of issues in the existing code base. The authors argue that the results
are both precise and practical. Though this analysis method only infers on explicit flow, it is still a step in
further utilizing static analysis methods beyond some of the current static code analysis tools. This type of
tool, combination with the other existing tools would allow for a more thorough final report to be generated.
Of course, even the combination of tools, as previously discussed, may not catch everything. But it would
give a more complete picture to the end user.

1.4 Testing as a Service

In addition to work being done regarding analysis methods, another related area is service oriented systems.
These systems leverage cloud computing services. By utilizing this architecture, a given system is much more
widely available. In addition, the pure computational load needed to perform a given task is removed from
a users machine, and pushed to a much more dynamic architecture, the cloud.

This architecture is generally referred to as Testing as a Service (TaaS). As previously stated, this moves
the testing of software from local machines, or in house testing by a company, and moves it to a cloud
based service. Because code analysis methods can be computationally intense, most developers would rather
not slow their development process with these additional checks. However, with a service oriented testing
architecture, a developer could continue development, as they test their existing code. Because this testing
would not occur on their machine, they would take a much smaller, if any, performance hit. By testing
continuously, and early on in the development process, it may be possible to identify bugs quickly. This
would allow for bugs to be fixed early on in the development cycle when, arguably, a given problem will be
easier to fix. [2]

However, cloud based systems are not without their challenges. Thoroughly testing software often requires
some expertise in the domain. With this in mind, TaaS is not the end all solution for testing. Rather, it
would handle a certain set of test, allowing in house testers to focus more on implementation details. In
addition, as with any cloud based service, the code being tested, as well as the results must be kept secure.
In [5], companies interviewed stated that they would need a certain level of guaranteed security. Because
of how their code base may integrate with the service, an attacker may be able to work from the testing
service, back into the companies system. With these issues in mind, cloud based testing, in industry, may
not be the end all solution. However, it can provide a level of testing, allowing in house testers to be much
more focused.

Though not necessarily required by all systems, depending on the scope, some TaaS systems allow for
individual configuration to test a set of code. This would allow additional flexibility for an end user to
take advantage of while leveraging the service based system. This type of system could be leverage through
creating a set of common rules that can be utilized across various submitted programs. Then, more detailed
testing can be done on a program by program basis. [2]
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